Young Scholars' Forum in Chinese Studies 2018

Theme: Culture and Society of Middle Period China and Beyond

Call for Paper Proposals

The Fifth Young Scholars’ Forum in Chinese Studies will invite Ph.D. students (after completing qualifying examination) or Ph.D. graduates with less than five years of work experience for presentation of their recent research output on any aspect of Chinese studies, highly on but not limited to the disciplines of history, literature, religion, art and thought.

APPLICATION
Application should include:
• 400-word paper proposal
• Short biography
Apply online at: http://www.cuhk.edu.hk/ics/general/forum/submission.html

IMPORTANT DATES
Online Application Deadline: January 12, 2018
Acceptance Notification: January 24, 2018
Full Paper Submission Deadline: April 9, 2018

SUSSIDY
- Round-trip economy class airfare
  (maximum subsidy: 1000 USD)
- Lodging expense

ENQUIRY
Professor Lai Chi Tim (laichitim@cuhk.edu.hk)
Grace Leung (graceleung@cuhk.edu.hk)

WEBSITE
www.cuhk.edu.hk/ics/general/forum/